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bewilder many
many New
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employers, on
on January
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27, 2009,
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Supreme Court
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In aa decision
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under certain
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circumstances, employees
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inLourdes Medical
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v. Board
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of Review
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New
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in aa variety
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due to
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of work"
work" caused
caused by
a labor
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including where
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unemployment is
to aa "stoppage
by a
promulgated
the N.J.
N.J. Department
promulgated by
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Department of
of Labor,
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Division of
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occurs only
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production below
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its normal
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production
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is not
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at least
least 20%
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due to
to the
the labor
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In Lourdes,
Lourdes, approximately
a contract
contract
In
approximately 250
250 nurses
nurses employed
employed by
by aa non-profit
non-profit hospital
hospital went
went on
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strike after
after working
working without
without a
for
two months.
months. Thereafter,
Thereafter, the
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hospital hired
hired temporary
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a cost
cost of
per month
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for two
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of $1
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severe financial
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impact of
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losses by
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Nonetheless, the
the hospital
hospital
hospital's operational
were projected
projected to
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the prior
prior year's
by $8
$8 million.
continued
capacity during
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of the
the striking
striking nurses
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insurance benefits.
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Division, in
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granting
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that the
the hospital
hospital had
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in
unemployment compensation
to the
the striking
production
constitute a
a disqualifying
disqualifying "work
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production sufficient
sufficient to
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The
decision and
Division's decision,
hospital's
The Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, in
in reversing
reversing a
a lower
lower court
court decision
and upholding
upholding the
the Division's
decision, rejected
rejected the
the hospital's
argument
that the
the heavy
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financial burden
burden caused
caused by
was tantamount
to aa stoppage
stoppage of
of work.
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The court
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noted
argument that
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the strike
strike was
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that
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very purpose
purpose of
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is to
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Instead, the
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While
Lourdes decision
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higher insurance
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as aa consequence
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greatest
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o With
With
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of perhaps
greatest
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o Labor
unions
areare
likely
to to
take
more
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o
Labor
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likely
take
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aggressivebargaining
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knowing they
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through unemployment
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In
light of
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decision,New
New Jersey
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employers with
with union-represented
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In light
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prepare for
for contract
contract negotiations
negotiations and
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calculate the
cost of
a potential
potential strike.
strike. Further,
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employers should
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they prepare
the cost
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threat of
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Such plans
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